Authors' Rights

As an author you generally own the rights to your work (subject to the University's Copyright Policy), which gives you exclusive control as to how your work is reproduced, distributed, or performed. However, during the publication process you will be asked to give away some or all of your exclusive rights.

Understanding the implications of retaining or giving away your rights can determine who can read your work, whether you can use it in your future work, and whether you can distribute it in class or to colleagues. If you transfer your full copyright, you no longer have control over how your work is used or distributed. Under copyright law, you can transfer some of your rights while retaining other important rights.

- Negotiating Your Contract
- Authors' Rights Resource Guide
- SPARC Addendum
- Copyright Registration

Georgetown University Library Workshops

- Negotiating the Publishing Contract and Rights to Your Scholarship (April 2015)
- Managing Author Rights (February 2013)

For More Information:

- Keep Your Copyrights (Columbia Law School)
- Author Rights (SPARC)
- Improving Your Book Contract (The Authors Guild)